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Celebrating 60 years of Entomology with the ESS
SPECIAL
POINTS OF INTEREST:

THE

ESS

CELEBRATES
IT’S 60TH
ANNIVESARY



The Entomological Society of Saskatchewan celebrated its 60th Anniversary at its
fall meeting on Dec 7th 2012. Interestingly, at the following spring meeting,
membership in the society rose to 60…
coincidence? (Probably)

THE ESS
SPARKS
INTEREST AT
GARDENSCAPE

A

LOOK INTO A

NORTH KOREAN
AGRICULTURE
SYMPOSIUM



INSECT IMAGE
STACKING



Brittney Hoemsen accepting her travel award.

REGOGNIZING
U OF S ENTOMOLOGY STUDENT ACHEIVEMENT



James Anderson receiving award for the best
talk.

PITFALL
TRAPS AT
TROUTREACH

INVITATION

TO

RDL

Iain Phillips recipent of both a travel award
and the Brooks Award

The meeting began with a series of five
student presentations capped off by the
awarding of the prize for best talk to
James Anderson . Corry Sheffield, newly
installed at the Royal Saskatchewan Museum, gave us a presentation on his work
on bees as pollinators. The real highlight
of the meeting however, was the commemorative 60th anniversary cake. The
business meeting began with the presentation of travel awards to
Iain Phillips and Brittney Hoemsen for
conference travel to the 2012 ESC meeting in Edmonton. Iain Phillips was then
awarded the Brooks award.
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Celebrating 60 years of Entomology
(Continued from page 1)

It was moved that the travel award become a biennial award where a maximum of $500 is
presented at each of the spring and fall meetings. The new executive was installed with
Doug Baldwin as President...and thanks to everyone who let their name stand for election
(sees meeting minutes). After adjournment we took a photograph of all of the participants
at the 60th annual meeting .
Some of the thirstier members retired after the meeting to Boffins' Club for pints of Saskatoon brewed Paddockwood and all agreed that the meeting after party should become a
regular affair.
Entomologically yours,
—Tyler Wist

The participants of the 60th anniversary Annual General Meeting gather for a photograph as the meeting draws to a close.
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Preparations Under Way for 2014 JAM
Looking Forward to the 2014 ESS-ESC Joint Annual Meeting!
Greetings all!
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who have already volunteered
to ensure that ESS will be hosting another successful JAM in 2014. The dates of the event
are September 26 – October 1, 2014. The venue for the event will be the Radisson Hotel,
Saskatoon, SK.
As mentioned, your response to the appeal for assistance from the organizing committee
was much appreciated! The following is a list of positions/activities identified by the committee including the names of individuals who have agreed to lead:
General Chairpersons: C. Olivier, J. Soroka, O. Olfert
Secretary: O. Olfert
Treasurer: D. Hegedus
Scientific Chair: C. Gillott, M. Erlandson
Local Arrangements: K. Moore
Local Sub-committees:

Accommodation: K. Moore

Associated Meetings: A. Davis

Audio-Visual, Displays and Posters: D. Baldwin

Banquet – Receptions: C. Olivier, J. Soroka

Tours and Associates Program: M. Gruber

Registration: Margie Gruber
Gyrinus (Coleoptera: Gyrinidae)

Meeting Awards: J. Soroka, C. Olivier
Whirligig beetle

Fundraising: J. Boone, I. Phillips
Photo: Nicole Pillipow

Photography: T. Wist, B Hoemsen

Program Printing: R. Andrahennadi

Publicity: B. Hoemsen, T. Wist
And if you can help out with one or more of these activities, please feel free to contact the
lead person in the above list. They would much appreciate the support.
We are also looking for banquet entertainment and potentially a meeting side-trip. So for
example, if you personally know Steve Patterson from CBC’s The Debaters; or have a dear
relative that works for a potash mine and could set up a tour of the mine, keep JAM 2014
in mind!
Thanks,
—Chrystel, Julie, Owen
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ESS at GardenScape 2013
For more than 15 years, the ESS has been involved with the entomology display at GardenScape, a yearly gardening show occurring in
Saskatoon at the end of March. The ESS display consists of living and pinned insects, as
well as posters on entomological work done at
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) at
the Saskatoon Research station. Living insects
including canola crop pests and parasitoids
maintained in colonies in AAFC (grasshoppers,
diamond back moths, bertha armyworms,
Trichogramma,..); occasionally some exotic
living insects, such as American cockroaches,
black widow or sun scorpion are available.
Pinned insect display consist of insects sampled in Saskatchewan and displayed in wood
and glass boxes, as well as purchased displays
containing exotic insects. Recently, insects embedded in acrylic were added to the display to
allow kids (and adults) to manipulate the bugs
and have a closer look at them.
In 2013, the Saskatoon Prairieland Exhibition
Corp. hosted the Gardenscape “Little Green
Thumbs School Tour Program” from Wednes-

Julie Soroka giving a talk to a group of students
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Habibulah Bahar passing along his ento-knowledge to
Tyler Wist’s girls at the Gardenscape booth

day March 20th to Friday March 22nd. The school
tours usually run for 2 days, but this year 3 days
were necessary to satisfy the high demand from
the schools. Every day, volunteer members of the
ESS staffed 15 sessions of 15-20 minutes each and
talked about entomology and the differences and
similarities between a good bug and a bad bug to
second and third grade students. This year, volunteers talked to more than 1200 students from 30
schools in the Saskatoon area.
The ESS also hosted a booth at GardenScape 2013
from Friday March 22ndto Sunday March 24th.
Here, volunteers from AAFC and members of the
ESS talked to the public about entomology, work
done at AAFC and answered many questions. This
year’s attendance was over 60.000 people.
These activities would not be successful without
the help and enthusiasm of many volunteers. This
year, many thanks go to Ruwandi Andrahennadi
for preparing the living insects displays, and to
Habibullah Bahar, Doug Baldwin, Martin Erlandson, Cedric Gillott, Margie Gruber, Anica and Myrtle Harrington, Dwayne Hegedus, Brittney Hoemser, Dana Nordin, Chrystel Olivier, Owen Olfert,
Iain Phillips, Julie Soroka, Nancy Tyler and Tyler
Wist, and for giving the presentations, staffing the
ESS booth and answering a lot of "bug" questions.
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Wrapping up the 2013 spring meeting
The ESS annual spring meeting was held on
the afternoon of Friday April 19th in the second floor conference room of the Agriculture
and Agrifood Canada Saskatoon Research
Centre.
Our meeting opened with a presentation from
Provincial Forest Entomologist, Dr. Rory
McIntosh, titled "All quiet on the Western
front? Mountain Pine Beetle Range Expansion" . Rory discussed the dispersal of the
mountain pine beetle (MPB) through BC and
Alberta in lodge pole pine and discussed the
Western front of the MPB invasion in a novel
host, jack pine and how that invasion might
look in the jack pine forests of Northern Saskatchewan. See a recent "The Nature of
Things" episode for radar images of the two
major MPB dispersal events over the Rocky
Mountains.
After a coffee break full of entomological
catching up, the business meeting got underway. Some of the main topics of discussion
were:
 The revamped pages on the ESS website
(thanks Jeff Boone), including the addition

Rory McIntosh presents “All quiet on the Western
Front” at the beginning of the spring meeting

Iain Phillips and Brittney Hoemsen are awarded spring travel awards by
Jeff Boone and Doug Baldwin.

of a jobs page and a heritage page.
 The upcoming annual meeting of the Dragonfly society of
the Americas 2013 in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, on July
12-14 (sspb.ca)
 Awarding of the ESS travel awards (recently increased
from $500 annual to $500 biannually) to Iain Phillips and
Brittney Hoemsen by Jeff Boone (Past President and Chair
of the awards committee) and Doug Baldwin (President)
 Discussion around the Societies' pinned insect collection
(large name labels suggested) and how to better present it
at Gardenscape and other events.
 Dale Parker invited the society to one and possibly two
entomological collecting and surveying field trips to his
remote sanctuary called "The Ruddy Duck Lodge" . The
first trip will be held in conjunction with the Saskatoon
Nature Society on Saturday June 8th 2013 starting at
8:00AM. Let Dale know that you are coming
(dale.parker@sasktel.net) and meet the "Twitters and
Pishers" of the Saskatoon Nature Society at 8:00AM at the
Western corner of the Centre at Circle and Eighth parking
lot (near Safeway) to join the convoy out to the lodge.
 Discussion on the 2014 Joint Annual Meeting with the Entomological Society of Canada in Saskatoon, SK. We discussed our new theme "Entomology in a Changing world"
and Owen Olfert put the call out for logo development.
Respectfully submitted,
—Tyler Wist
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Entomology in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Last September, I was fortunate to have the
rare opportunity to visit North Korea and
spend a week with some of the top researchers
from the Academy of Agricultural Sciences in
Pyongyang. The purpose of the visit was to
participate in an inaugural scientific workshop/
symposium designed to strengthen the scientific capacity of the Academy of Agriculture
Sciences in areas of agricultural crop management and project design.
The project was negotiated, organized and
funded by EuropeAid. EuropeAid is an EU orThe room where the workshop/symposium took place
ganization that is “proactive in the development field, promoting sound governance, huhumid continental climate. Cold, dry winds can blow
man and economic development and tackling
from Siberia during winter; temperatures are below
universal issues, such as hunger and preserving
freezing between November and early March. On
natural resources.” Through negotiations, it
the first morning before the symposium began, we
was decided that this first symposium would
were taken out to the large plaza with the two enorfocus on Pest Monitoring and Forecasting. Demous statues of Kim Jong-sung and Kim Jong-il, to lay
pending on the success of this initial sympoflowers and to observe a moment of silence to honsium, the expectations were that this would be
our the dead leaders. Thousands of locals have the
the first in a series.
same daily ritual.
Six scientists from the international community
My invitation to participate was in large part due to
were invited – China, Switzerland, Germany,
the success of our collaborative, prairie-wide proCanada and USA. Unfortunately, our colleague
gram on insect monitoring and forecasting. I was
from the USA was unable to obtain a visa and
invited to provide an opening lecture on the topic of
so could not attend. We all met in Beijing for a
Area-Wide Monitoring. We were asked to provide
couple of days before flying to Pyongyang in
our presentations three months in advance in order
order to meet each other, obtain hardcopies of
for the organizers to translate all of the talks. My
our visas from the DPRK embassy and receive a
sense was that most of the invited scientists could
briefing on the week ahead. The Project Lead
understand English reasonable well, however, the
was Dr. Ulli Kuhlmann, Director of CABIpresentations were provided in both languages, and
Switzerland,
included a translator. I started with some backDelémont.
ground on agriculture in western Canada and then
Pyongyang,
presented in more detail the issues, the methods/
population of
tools and anticipated deliverables of our area-wide
about three
insect monitoring program. In conclusion, some exmillion, is on
amples of insect surveys, forecasts, risk warnings and
the Taedong
bioclimate analyses were provided.
River, in westAlthough each of the international presentations
central DPRK.
was limited to about 45 minutes, we were being alLatitude is
lotted 2 - 2½ hours on the agenda. So after each
about the same
talk, it was ‘Question Period’. I don’t think I’ve anas Denver, CO.
swered that many questions since my thesis deAcademy of Agriculture Sciences in Pyongyang
The climate is a
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fence. The level of interest and interaction was
quite remarkable. This was due, in part, to the fact
that the participants had no, or limited, access to
the internet. By the end of my session, we had
identified a dozen or more scientific papers that I
offered to provide as PDF files via the EuropeAid
coordinator upon my return to Canada.
Over the four days, we also heard presentations
from about 20 of their agricultural scientists. The
entomological issues, related to pest monitoring
and forecasting, were similar to ours. Although
their agricultural base is much smaller than ours in
western Canada, they also have unique ecological
regions which contain geographically distinct natural communities and species, climate, ecology and
soils. Not surprisingly, pest outbreaks are periThis cooperative farm had about 3000 hectares of land under production
odic / cyclical in nature, and when insect pest outbreaks occur in one area, their impact is eventually felt
stadium has a huge section of seats (30 rows high and 100m
across the entire region. Monitoring of beneficial organisms is critical to their conservation and to develop- wide) behind the main stage. This seating area is filled with
about 15,000 kids, each holding a book of coloured pages, a
ment of reduced-risk strategies for management of
pest species. One of their major challenges was having 1m X 1m in size. At a given command, they present a specified colour in precision unison to make a specified image…
limited access to new methods, new analytical tools
each child is equivalent to a ‘pixel’. Incredible!
and techniques and current scientific literature.
The other very memorable event was the Youth Day Parade.
We were also fortunate to be able to visit a CooperaAll foreign visitors were invited one night, together with the
tive Farm. The farm that we visited had about 3000
diplomatic corps, to witness the annual Youth Day Parade.
hectares under production, including about 200 hecAbout 80,000 students from all over the country practice
tares of greenhouses. The farm had a total of 2000
months for a one-day parade/performance in Kim Il-sung
residents (about 1500 worked on the farm). Most
crops were started in the greenhouses and then trans- Square to honour the Kim family. Although we didn’t see
planted into the field by hand. Not being able to afford them, Kim Jong-un and his wife were said to be in attendance.
most insecticides, they are very keen on cultural and
biological control tactics. Each farm is given a set of
—Owen Olfert
annual production goals by the Ministry
of Agriculture, and farm managers are
expected to give monthly updates on
progress. The military often assist
farms during busy periods such as
planting and harvesting.
During the evenings, we took in several
local entertainment events. The two
most memorable were Arirang and the
annual Youth Day Parade. Arirang is a
mass gymnastics and artistic performance in their May Day stadium, involving 30,000 young performers. The stadium can seat 150,000 and is one of the
largest in the world. Instead of huge
screen at the front of the stadium, the
Arirang performance in the May Day stadium featured gymnastics and a flipbook screen.
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Image Stacking with Insects

in focus. They were also
very touched up with
Photoshop…
techniques which I have
not yet mastered. I of
course had to try my
hand at this technique.
My earliest attempts at
photography through
the microscope were
hampered by a lack of
proper equipment (due
Let’s play a little game…name that hymenoptera. Any guesses
to a lack of money of
on the identity of this hymenopteran? Email me and I’ll incourse) and consisted of
clude your answer in the next newsletter.
me holding my camera
on the eyepiece in just
I have been slightly obsessed
the right way that something
with taking pictures of insects
can be seen.
since working on pollinators of Remarkably, I did get a few
Echinacea. My typical techdecent pictures like this (after a
nique is rather crude as far as
lot of cropping) but only of
macrophotography is consmall insects that mostly fit
cerned. With my point and
within one focal plane. The
shoot Canon Powershot set on focal plane is an issue even
the macro mode (which has a
with good equipment. What
focal range of 1.5 cm...very
seems like a beautifully illumigood for a point and shoot), I
nated and in focus specimen to
would get as close as I could
the human eye is rarely ever
without spooking the insect
captured that way by a camera.
and snap many images in the
I discovered that the secret to
hopes of capturing a good one. these amazing microscopic imI was always a bit disappointed ages were focus or image
with my final image though
stacking programs that could
because part of the insect was
assemble all of the in-focus
always out of focus. My phoparts of an insect with a few
tographic world was changed
clicks of a mouse. An image
when I beheld the insect calen- stack gives a greater depth of
dar released by the National
field by stacking several images
Insect Collection at one of the
with different focal
earlier EntSoc Canada Jams in
depths...the in-focus parts of
my student career. The insects an insect.
were clearly photographed
There are several freeware imthrough a microscope and all of age stacking programs and I
their various body parts were
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have been using Combine ZP,
written by Alan Hadley and
placed onto the internet for
image enthusiasts. I have basic
instructions below to get you
started on a computer running
Windows. There are several
much more expensive programs, such as Helicon Focus,
Photoshop CS5 (apparently has
the capacity), and Image Pro
Plus but they don't meet my
required price of free. So some
stacked images do have
glitches especially around the
edges of images. Remember
that you didn't pay for the
software.

Seven spotted ladybug larva,
Coccinella septempunctata
(Coleoptera: Coccinellidae).
Scale = 1 mm
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Equipment required.
For Macro images, a tripod with a good
camera helps. The camera and the subject cannot move...only the focal distance can move. An image stack can be
made with as few as two or three images
with you changing the focal length
slightly on your camera.
Microscopy images: A microscope
adapter and a decent digital camera. I
am using a CanonT3i with a microscope
adapter from Martin Microscope
. A ring light illuminator eliminates shadows and reflections from shiny or wet
parts of the insect.
I am still trying to increase the amount of
light captured by the camera because at
the moment I think my images are a bit
dark...even at 100% ring light illumination so if any photographers have suggestions for camera settings I welcome
the input .
The "How to" of Combine ZP
Download and install the software, then
open it from its desktop shortcut.
The initial "tool bar" that appears upon
opening is a bit goofy so if you would
rather read your commands and not interpret pictures then…
1.Click on the Button that says (enable
menu) and the tool bar changes to
something more akin to a typical Windows toolbar.
2.To import images File>New...find you
images, which should already be in focal depth order according to the filing
system of your digital camera. Select
the first image your subject, then hold
shift and select the last image of the
subject and all of your images will be
loaded into the program at once.
3.Then the images have to be
aligned...Combine ZP will do this in either the quick or thorough method.
Macro>Align and balance used frames
(quick shift + F1 works too or thorough

or shift + F2). This can take a while
with the thorough method.
4.The focus stack. There are several
methods to stack...try them all and
see which gives the best results for
your image. Macro> Do stack or Do
weighted average.

Macrosteles quadrilineatus,
(Hemiptera: Cicadellidae), the aster
leafhopper, adult female

9

edges of the images if weird
"ghost" images appear and then
select "File" "Save Rectangle As"
to save a copy of your image.
8.Make sure to save the file
File>Save Frame/picture as...and
choose your favorite file format
and image quality if you have
not saved the rectangle.
9.There is a way to add nice scale
bars within the program based
on an image taken from a ruler
at the same magnification as
your insect picture but I haven't
gone far enough in the manual
to learn this yet...stay tuned.
For now I add scale bars by creating a line in Photoshop that
corresponds to the spaces on a
ruler (or stage micrometer for
those small images) and dragging the line layer onto my insect image. Make sure to equalize the size of your ruler image
to the stacked imaged because
Combine ZP changes the image
size slightly after an image stack.
Many thanks to Alan Hadley for
developing this freeware program and happy image stacking
to anyone who attempts it,
—Tyler Wist

5.Here is a weighted average picture
of an aster leafhopper, Gorgeous...but see the shadows? No
ring light illumination on this image...which was my
first stacked image.
6.Since "weighted average" I have experimented with several of
the other stacking
techniques and settled
on the one called "All".
Why chose just one
method when you can
have them all!?
Pteromalus phycidis, (Chalcidoidea: Eulophidae), emerged
7.Hit "a, a" on the keyfrom an ash leaf coneroller, Caloptilia fraxinella
board to reduce the
(Lepidoptera: Gracillariidae) Scale = 1 mm.
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Kudos to U of S Entomology Students
In December 2012, Amy Noakes successfully defended
her MSc thesis entitled “Mamestra configurata nucleopolyhedrovirus (MacoNPV): Potential chitin-binding
proteins and their role in oral infectivity”. Amy was supervised by Martin Erlandson, with Dwayne Hegedus
and Cedric Gillott members of the advisory committee.
As well, three current entomology graduate students
are the recipients of several recently announced
awards.
Brittney Hoemsen, working towards a MSc in Doug
Chivers’ lab, received a highly prestigious Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council Alexander Graham Bell Canada Graduate Scholarship. She was also
awarded a departmental graduate scholarship and the
Margaret MacKay Award in Entomology. The latter is to
encourage female students to pursue studies in entomology. Brittney is conducting surveys of aquatic
macroinvertebrates with a view to determining how
sediments, both natural and anthropogenic, affect the
composition of aquatic communities. Brittney’s newly
acquired ‘wealth’ will allow her to reduce her teaching
load and focus more intensively on her research.

Amy shortly after her successful thesis defense.

Brittney at her favorite insect collecting location, Little Red River, near hometown Prince Albert
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Iain Phillips, the ESS Secretary, was given the Malcolm A.
Ramsay Memorial Award. This is presented to a student
conducting research with a focus on ecology, ethology or
evolution of animals. A PhD student in the Chivers’ lab,
Iain is examining how anthropogenic disturbances affect
ecosystem health in streams and rivers. Specifically, he is
investigating how cold-water effluent from a hydroelectric dam can change richness, abundance, community
composition and evenness compared to the situation in
an above-dam, unaffected river ecosystem. Iain will use
the funds to defray the cost of attending the Society for
Freshwater Science meeting in Jacksonville, Florida, 1923 May 2013.

Iain about to embark on a radio-telemetry tracking
flight for bigmouth buffalo fish.

Clare with best friend Bruce, who regularly provides her with
experimental material!

Clare Anstead, who qualifies as an ‘honorary entomologist’ as she works with ticks, is a PhD student
with Neil Chilton and the recipient of the 2013 R.J.F.
Smith Memorial Scholarship. Clare is comparing the
composition of bacterial communities found in Ixodes
ticks of small mammals such as pocket gophers and
ground squirrels from different habitats and geographic areas of Western Canada. Her work aims to
tease out the following relationships: geographic differences in tick distribution, the host specificity of the
tick species (in some cases changing host preferences
are being observed), and the ectoparasite specificity
of the bacteria. Using the support provided by the
Smith Scholarship, Clare will present some of her work
at the World Association for the Advancement of Veterinary Parasitology (WAAVP) which will be held in
Perth, Australia, 25-29 August 2013.
—Cedric Gillott

Some words to ponder

“-This prompts the question, "What is attractive to a grasshopper, particularly when the Criddle mixture, which is poisoned
horse droppings, is an effective bait?". A tasting test made by the writer, at least to his satisfaction, showed that the standard solution of sodium arsenite diluted with water at the rate of one quart of solution to twelve gallons of water,
has a strong caustic flavour and burning reaction on the mouth membrane.-”
S.H. Vigor 1940. History of organized grasshopper campaigns in Saskatchewan 1919-1940. Vol. 1
Submitted by T. Wist
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TRoutreach Saskatchewan Pitfall Traps

Pitfall traps are a common method for sampling
carabid beetles because they are inexpensive, easy
to install, and capable of catching large numbers.
Despite these advantages, pitfall traps have been
criticized because of the many variables that can
influence the behaviour of beetles and therefore
the numbers caught. In an attempt to identify
some of these variables, the TRoutreach Saskatchewan performed an experiment near the
town of Elbow from June to August, 2012 to test
whether the vegetation height surrounding the
trap and the transparency of the trap lid could influence the catch of carabid beetles.
Pitfall trap sampling with sample, pitfall trap, and sieve
August, 2012. Photo I Phillips
Pitfall traps are typically
open containers dug into
the ground with edges
in a boreal forest setting; however, we felt it
flush with the substrate.
should be tested in other habitats.
An opaque lid is often sus- We found that the capture rate of the second
pended over the trap to
most abundant species, Agonum cupreum, was
help prevent flooding and
significantly lower among traps with opaque
disturbance but it also
lids. This preference for transparent lids may
blocks sunlight, creating a
reflect its diurnal behaviour (Lindroth, 1969;
shade effect beneath the
Roughley et al., 2010) and possibly a behaviour
lid. We hypothesized that
that favours avoidance of the shadow cast by
the use of opaque lids aflids. Given these results, we advocate the use of
fects the capture rate of
transparent lids, which provide the benefits of
carabids by altering the
traditional opaque lids while minimizing the efTRoutreach Project Coordinator, Brittney
light conditions at the
fect of lid use on light conditions at the opening
Hoemsen, sampling a pitfall trap July 3,
opening of the trap. The
2012. Photo I Phillips
of the trap.
“shade effect” of pitfall lids
was tested and refuted by Phillips and Cobb (2005) —Aaron J. Bell

Works cited
Phillips, I. D. and T. P. Cobb. 2005. Effects of habitat structure and lid transparency on pitfall catches. Environ. Entomol. 34: 875-882.
Lindroth, C. H. 1969. The ground-beetles of Canada and Alaska. Opuscula. Entomol. Suppl. 20, 24, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35: 1
-1192.
Roughley, R. E., D. A. Pollock, and D. J. Wade. 2010. Tallgrass prairie, ground beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae), and the
use of fire as a biodiversity and conservation management tool. In Arthropods of Canadian Grasslands (Volume
1): Ecological and Interactions in Grassland Habitats. Biological Survey of Canada. pp. 227-235.
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An Invitation to Ruddy Duck Lodge
Interested ESS members are invited to participate in a Saskatoon Nature Society field trip to the Yellow Creek area hosted by Dale Parker
and Vicki Keeler on Saturday June 8. Contact Dale the week proceeding
for more information and confirmation.
Saturday June 8: Tiger hunting in the Tiger Hills:
We will spend the day in the Tiger Hills Upland, near Yellow Creek (east
of Wakaw), at the property (aka RDL) of Dale Parker and Vicki Keeler.
We will explore wooded trails, open fields, fence lines, and wetlands in
our search for tigers (tiger beetles, tiger lilies, tiger swallowtails, tiger
moths, tiger salamanders and water tigers). We will likely see a wide
variety of woodland birds and waterfowl including herons, grouse,
woodpeckers, flycatchers, orioles, kingfishers, gulls and others. There is Dale Parker extends and invitation to Ruddy Duck Lodge
this June during the most recent Spring Meeting
also the potential to see moose, elk, deer, beaver, squirrels, skunks,
chipmunks and garter snakes. (Visit the RDL website for more information on its flora and fauna.
Pack the usual paraphernalia (binoculars, cameras, field guides, collecting gear, your best mosquito and tick repellants, etc) and a lunch. There is viewing area to set up spotting scopes overlooking the main wetland and fields.
Bring rubber boots. 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM Meet at the NW corner of Centre at Circle and 8th Mall parking lot Leaders: Dale Parker & Vicki Keeler (306-343-7021) Email: dale.parker@sasktel.net
If there is interest a second visit date can be organized this summer

The Dark Hidden Corner
This Volume started out slow but
resembled exponential growth in the
last week or so. Thanks especially to
Tyler Wist, Cedric Gillott, Iain Phillips, Chrystel Olivier (along with Martin Erlandson and Dwayne Hegedus),
Owen Olfert, and Aron Bell for a last
minute flourish. Thanks also to
Nicole Pillipow for handling the bulk
of the newsletter preparation.
I would like to highlight the great
work Jeff Boone is doing with our
webpage. Jeff has now posted a
jobs link. If you know of any jobs in
your neck of the woods please send
them along. Jeff’s email is posted at
the back of this newsletter and is
also available online. Jeff has also
made a special request for insect
photos to be posted on the webpage. If you have any great photos

lying around, why not share them
with the world.
Still on the issue of our webpage, I
would like to offer a special thanks to
Dave Larson for sharing his Key to
lady beetles (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae). The Key can be found online at
http://www.entsocsask.ca/
insect_lists.html. Dave also provided
us with an outstanding checklist of
the beetles of Saskatchewan prepared by the late Ron Hooper and
himself. These are one of a kind resources that will draw attention to
our webpage from the four corners of
the world.
A reminder. The Dragonfly Society of
the Americas is hosting its annual
meeting here in Prince Albert during
the month of July. A couple of critical
dates to keep in mind: post-meeting

accommodation is no longer available after May 15. If you are interested in any other part of the schedule you should think about registering right away or at least before the
end of June. More information can
be found at www.sspb.ca or give me
a shout at the email listed below.
— Dave Halstead
Email: halstead@siast.sk.ca

“The value of the newsletter is directly
dependent on the value and number of
submissions received”
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